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Lease holders from the Environment Agency of the Angling Rights entitled NF11 as below:

The Weir’s effectiveness and water level control is affected by the existing strength of the structure and its influence
upon three other existing Channels (“A”; “B” & “C”) related to it. 

With the present way water tumbles over the Weir it appears that much of a momentum that could be used to
propel a flow into the main channel of the River Waveney itself, is lost. The considerable spate of water passing over
the main structure churns into a 10-12 foot deep chasm, boiling and creating turbulence over a relatively short
length for the whole width of the structure. It appears that oxygenation is created in the River but soon dissipated
because of the sheer water volume.

A restructuring with less depth over the passage of water to traverse could hold significant benefits for the River
reaching much further downstream. Were large rocks to be put in place over 15 – 20 yards the flow could be
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directed with the impetus spread over probably 150 yards more beneficially, particularly if the channel was also
narrowed or flow deflectors put in place. In turn existing gravels lying under beds of silt would be exposed when the
increased flow erodes the silt. 

Silk-Weed  growth  would  attach  itself  and  thrive  on  the  rocks  and  within  its  consequence  would  enhance
invertebrate life and the ecological chain. The spawning potential and fry survival rate of the Dace which has taken
off in the area would be both stabilized and increased. 

Health & Safety hazards exist, and with an historic fatality recorded, continue as a Risk, but would be minimized
somewhat by reducing the depth and nature of the performance. As a knock-on possibly some of the ugly metal
structures alien to the landscape and open demeanour could be removed. 

When one examines the Weir structures in France on a similar basis to that being suggested here, on the River Ille
for example, they appear to work superbly and are a established Wildlife and Otter habitat. 

Ancillary Benefits of change:

It would appear that to gain the maximum amount of benefit from the water volume available at Wainford to the
small width by-pass streams, a number of decisions affecting them need to be made if not in conjunction with the
Main Watercourse theme suggested, in their own context and confinement:

1. Because there is certainly seasonally, and in general, a much reduced flow from when the complete system of
Channels operated in conjunction with each other as a Commercial  and Business facility,  in today’s   debilitated
scenario, one of them should be sacrificed and closed down.

2. “A” Stream: Looking at the fabric structures and the future work to maintain a safe transit over its narrow humped
bridge, this  greatly deteriorated watercourse nearest to the Beccles Road, appears to be a candidate for cessation of
a running stream.  A barrier across the stream, 20 yards below the bridge, would turn it into a dyke as an off river
supplement Haven in times of excess flow. 40 yards above the bridge a barrier would prevent circulatory flow, plus
reduce the flooding risk to properties in the immediate vicinity, and create another Haven.

 Large lorries up to twenty times daily pass over the bridge that appears to have been constructed over 120 years
ago and received little or no maintenance and has only a 30 mph speed restriction. Traffic has to give way and the
road view is inadequate. This would open up the opportunity for the Highways Agency to reconstruct a safer non-
bridge passage and a 20 mph speed limit benefitting both local residents and the Industrial business location.

Whereas once in this area immediately below the Bridge it contained a Pool 5 to 6 feet deep, there is barely 2 feet of
water present these days. The whole of the Channel has narrowed, become shallower, and is severely silted up. To
remedy by dredging these we were advised would cost in the region of £120,000 to be completed properly as an
environmental or ecological exercise. Any benefits would be hard to justify in Catchment or Water Directive Terms,
or Angling revenue and the Club is prepared to forgo its Property Owner disputed tenuous rights here.

3.  “B” Stream: Concrete basin and opportunity to have its two Channels utilised. Today’s current operation running
under the road, of just one channel open, appears to work well  providing it does not run so fast and strong enough
to starve Channel “C” as pictured right  after which notified fish mortalities occurred 9 & 10th October 2013.

                                             

4.  “C” Stream:  (Below) Is seen as an ideal EEL and ELVER transfer area in their quest to move upstream.  Efforts by
Teams of River Waveney Trust Association voluntary workers to maintain the flow has received little assistance, other



than  unsuccessful  advice,  from  the  Environment  Agency.  Criticism  in  the  Local  Press,  with  photographs,
correspondence  and  news,  portray  a  Public  view  of  a  failure  to  exercise  a  Statutory  Duty  leaving  room  for
improvement in  performance.  It  once contained a deeper pool  immediately below the bridge but has become
considerably overgrown despite efforts to halt the decline. The entire Elver Project in this vicinity appears to lack the
power of definitive decision, structured action and preplanning here, but also co-ordination and a Communication
failure not just to instrumental Organisations but again the Press and Media locally.

Flow needs to be maintained over the steps because lamphrey, bullhead, gudgeon and several mini-species thrive
therein beside small dace and chub in the little flow that has been sustained and regenerated. Even a small shoal of
roach had wandered in but was lost in the dry-out. This stretch only a decade ago contained seven nice shallow,
running fishable angling swims, used in matches, but now the Angling value is nil, devaluing the financial Agreement.

                            

5.  “D” Dyke/Stream:  Development here has recently taken place by land clearance and path refurbishment. Until
1968 a beautiful pool existed running off the main river above the Weir. The access was shut off and saw this decline
into a most unattractive stagnant area to left of picture; and dyke area connected to below the Weir Race.

                    

This would be greatly enhanced if it was cleaned and opened up and some circulatory flow introduced from above
the existing weir structure, even if only through a concrete pipe or cut-in step as Ellingham Upper Pool is. Much
diligence is  attached to the welfare  of  Otters  and this  enhanced area could extend a  conducive habitat  in the
location.

6. General Area above Weir: (Pictured next page). Whilst the intention of some Bodies,  to create the Area as part of a 1-
2-metre  width  stable  public  or  recognised  footpath,  holds  considerable  merit,  and  is  supported,  any  greater
aspirational developments other than this (ass follows)  contain particularly unattractive elements in our opinion.

Mountain-bike  Cycling  and  Sustrans participants  which  will  undoubtedly  soon  incorporate  the  facility  of  an
established path or route, within their scope and range, could create a busy blot upon the peaceful demeanour.
Some limitations in this respect would be advisable therefore. 



Pocket Park ideals: which misguided Persons have expressed as a feasible legal right application reality, not only
threaten the existing EA Agreements but relationships too. Ill-conceived and poorly thought out they fail to see that
any “Park” facility has a Playing implication. To encourage playing by a deep river has no regard for the welfare of
children, or public safety. This part of the Waveney has considerable depths of 8 feet plus at the edge of the river
running alongside not to mention the extreme impetus of Winter and Autumn flood flows. One slip by one Child in
an escapade with adventurous spirit, could easily result in a fatality. Truly a “bear with little brain” ideal!

Other Ideals:  Rashness and emotional imaginations for a wider Public participation in relation to opening up this
part of the river to boat traffic too, fail to merit, or deserve any place in the future planning and would be strongly
opposed.

Social Implications: Previously the Club has had difficulties in the removal drug paraphernalia and its Users from this
near to the road secluded space. In addition media material  on Club space guidelines finds this as a maximum
potential suicide area with both large trees and deep flowing water. The introduction of adjacent  sufficient Car
Parking to facilitate a wider use could create additional traffic flow and visual problems.

Other Relativities: Finally we would site the response made by the Club to the “Responses for Consultation to
“Challenges and Choices” due to expire in December 2013. In these we highlight the importance that should be
given to Dissolved Oxygen levels  as an area for improvement among others that are “NO GOOD & NOT GOOD
ENOUGH”. We sincerely believe our constructive views here can benefit that aspect too and this contribution could
be considered alongside it as well.

CONCLUSION, Practicalities & Finance: Overall  the maintenance and continuing engineering liabilities long term
appear to be substantial. Both the Water Framework Directive and the Catchment restoration programmes have
room to feature and cater for specific advantages and removal of the Structure which we support within our view. 

Endorsed and minuted at 28th November Committee Meeting.
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